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MC generators and HL-LHC: foreword

• This talk focuses on the Software and Computing aspects of MC generators

– I only discuss the physics issues and choices which have a direct impact on S&C

• This is the same general goal of the HSF physics event generator WG

– The WG was formed after the HSF generator S&C workshop at the end of 2018

– A diverse mix of people/skills: theorists, experimentalists, software engineers…

• This talk is based on our WG paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.13687

– Contributed to the LHCC review, submitted to CSBS and to Snowmass 2021

– I will focus on issues relevant to ATLAS and CMS (apologies to LHCb and ALICE)

Research in Theoretical Physics:

the foundation

MC Physics Event Generator Software:

the application

A multi-disciplinary challenge

A diverse mix of people/skills
Theorists

Experimentalists (physics)

Experimentalists (computing)

Software engineers

https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/workinggroups/generators.html
https://indico.cern.ch/event/751693/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.13687
https://committees.web.cern.ch/review-hl-lhc-computing
https://www.springer.com/journal/41781
https://snowmass21.org/submissions/compf
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MC generators and HL-LHC software and computing

• One of the main issues (not the only one!): HL-LHC computing resource gap

– Generator performance must also keep up with higher physics precision

• Many other challenges, including:

– WLCG software workloads on non-traditional resources (HPCs, GPUs…)

– Funding and careers (especially at the theory/experiment/computing interface)

CPU cost of generators as a 

fraction of WLCG CPU resources:

for ATLAS, ballpark of 10%-20%

(for CMS, this is lower)

ATLAS considers an overall 

generator speedup by a factor 

x2 as an R&D goal for HL-LHC

WLCG meeting with LHCC referees, Feb. 2020

Side note: the higher the fraction 

of negative-weight events from 

MC generators, the higher the 

CPU cost of MC simulation, MC 

reconstruction and analysis 

(need more MC events)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/877840/contributions/3698881/subcontributions/296412
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MC generators in the LHCC review of HL-LHC computing

• Some of the challenges above are common to other areas of HEP S&C

• This is well captured in the first report of the LHCC review of HL-LHC 

computing: https://cds.cern.ch/record/2725487
– “The experiments, WLCG, the DOMA project and HSF presented promising lists of R&D activities intended to close 

the resource gap, using the past experience that many changes can add up to a significant total.”

– “R&D activities include activities designed to develop and improve code performance on hardware architectures with 

accelerators (such as GPUs) and to undertake infrastructure projects to integrate in High Performance Computing 

(HPC) centers. At this early stage, a multi-prong approach seems prudent.”

– “One area of concern shared by the experiments and WLCG is finding means to ensure that the highly skilled 

personnel essential for R&D in computing and storage have meaningful career paths within the LHC community to 

provide for sustainability and the need for continual evolution over the lifetime of HL-LHC. […] Training and education 

are an important part of the strategy.”

– “Common software has played an essential role for the community in the past and will do so, perhaps even more, in 

the future. We note particularly that effort on generators is needed as one of the components to solve the HL-LHC 

computing challenge, however the required work does not fit into the established funding schemes.”

– “Starting with the performance of the current software stack and existing computing model, ATLAS and CMS should 

produce tables showing how they expect CPU and storage requirements to be mitigated by current and future 

developments, within and outside of ATLAS and CMS, and assess the status and risks associated with each of these 

developments. These tables would then underpin a credible strategy.”

• This talk provides more details about specific challenges and strategies 

for MC physics event generators towards HL-LHC

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2725487
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Executive summary:

challenges and plans for MC event generators

• Main WG priorities as discussed in our paper: (same level, not an ordered list)

– 1. Gain a better understanding of current CPU costs by accounting and benchmarking

– 2. Survey generator codes to understand the best way to move to GPUs and vectorized 

code, and prototype the port of the software to GPUs using data-parallel paradigms

– 3. Support efforts to optimize phase space sampling and integration algorithms, including 

the use of Machine Learning techniques such as neural networks

– 4. Promote research on how to reduce the cost associated with negative weight events, 

using new theoretical or experimental approaches

– 5. Promote collaboration, training, funding and career opportunities in the generator area

• A few other very important areas (also discussed in detail in the paper):

– 6. Analyse filtering strategies and inefficiencies in the experiments

– 7. Understand and estimate future additional costs due to NNLO and increased precision

– 8. Other CPU speedup opportunities via software technicalities or algorithmic improvements

• There is not a single major issue: we need a multi-prong strategy

– Many different challenges  Many different opportunities for improvement and cost savings
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MC generators: 

simplified*

computational 

anatomy

Pseudo-random numbers

Uniform distribution in [0,1]

One event 𝑖: vector Ԧ𝑟𝑖 (dimension 𝑑)

Draw 𝑑 × 𝑁𝑤𝑔𝑡 numbers 𝑟 (𝑁𝑤𝑔𝑡 weighted events)

Phase space sampling

For each event 𝑖, map Ԧ𝑟𝑖 to physical phase space Ԧ𝑥𝑖 = 𝐻(Ԧ𝑟𝑖)
The resulting Ԧ𝑥𝑖 are distributed according to a known p.d.f. 𝑔( Ԧ𝑥)

Compute the value of 𝑔( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)

Matrix element calculation

For each event 𝑖, compute the differential cross-section 𝑓( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)
Compute the weight 𝑤𝑖=𝑓( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)/𝑔( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)

Parton showers (PS)

Monte Carlo integration

Average of weights I =
1

𝑁
σ𝑤𝑖

 Output: 𝐈 (estimator of 𝒙 𝒅𝒙)

Monte Carlo unweighting

For each event 𝑖, draw 𝑟𝑖 in [0,1]

Accept if 𝑟𝑖 < 𝑤𝑖/𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥, reject otherwise

 Output: 𝑵𝒖𝒏𝒘 unweighted events

Hadronisation and decay

Particle-level filtering

Detector simulation

Phase space sampling optimization

Compute 𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 over the phase space

Optimize phase space sampling 𝐻(Ԧ𝑟𝑖) : 

EITHER minimize the variance of I 

OR maximize the unweighting efficiency

*Reality is much more complex

- Parton distribution functions

- Parton-level filtering

- PS/hadronisation before MC integration 

- … etc. etc. etc. …
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A complex and heterogeneous problem

• Software (and theory) diversity is good for physics
– It provides cross-checks and healthy competition

• But it complicates the definition of an R&D strategy
– Many software packages to optimize (and maintain!)

– Prioritization (“profiling”): is there a CPU “hotspot”?

Research in Theoretical Physics:

the foundation

MC Physics Event Generator Software:

the application
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Issue #1: 

accounting / benchmarking

1. Accounting of ATLAS and CMS
NB: preliminary data (WIP) provided by ATLAS/CMS MC conveners

- A lot of work in 2019 (see table 1)

- ATLAS update Jan 2020: HS06 seconds

- CMS update Jan 2020: separate figures will 

be available for GEN and SIM in the future, 

wait for new productions and then report

- CMS accounting is complicated by the fact 

that monitoring data is only kept for 18 months

It would be useful to know, per sample, also 

- the sampling inefficiency

- the filtering inefficiency

- the fraction of negative weights

- the merging inefficiency (for multi-leg setups)

- …

Accounting: last update at the HSF generator WG June 2019 meeting

2. Benchmarking, e.g. Sherpa vs MG5aMC

- Early comparisons in 2019 (see figure 3)

- Focus on one main consumer: V+jets@NLO

- No reproducible setups yet – would be useful

- Email discussions on scale parameters in 2020

Benchmarking: report at the HSF generator WG March 2019 meeting

https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/organization/2019/06/27/generators.html
https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/organization/2019/03/28/generators.html
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Issue #2

Data-parallel paradigms

(GPUs and vectorization)
Generators lend themselves naturally 

to exploiting event-level parallelism    

via data-parallel paradigms**

- SPMD: Single Program Multiple 

Data (GPU accelerators)

- SIMD: Single Instruction Multiple 

Data (CPU vectorization: AVX…)

- The computationally intensive   

part, the matrix element 𝑓( Ԧ𝑥𝑖), is 

the same function for all events i       

(in a given category of events)

- Unlike detector simulation (where 

if/then branches are frequent and 

lead to thread divergence on GPUs)

Potential interest of GPUs

- Faster (cheaper?) than on CPUs

- Exploit GPU-based HPCs

*Note for software engineers: these calculations do involve some 

linear algebra, but “matrix element” does not refer to that! Here we 

compute one “matrix element” in the S-matrix (scattering matrix)

for the transition from the initial state to the final state

**This simple event-level parallelism can also be used as the basis 

for task-parallel approaches (multi-threading or multi-processing)

Pseudo-random numbers

Uniform distribution in [0,1]

One event 𝑖: vector Ԧ𝑟𝑖 (dimension 𝑑)

Draw 𝑑 × 𝑁𝑤𝑔𝑡 numbers 𝑟 (𝑁𝑤𝑔𝑡 weighted events)

Phase space sampling

For each event 𝑖, map Ԧ𝑟𝑖 to physical phase space Ԧ𝑥𝑖 = 𝐻(Ԧ𝑟𝑖)
The resulting Ԧ𝑥𝑖 are distributed according to a known p.d.f. 𝑔( Ԧ𝑥)

Compute the value of 𝑔( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)

Matrix element* calculation

For each event 𝑖, compute the differential cross-section 𝑓( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)
Compute the weight 𝑤𝑖=𝑓( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)/𝑔( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)

Monte Carlo integration

Average of weights I =
1

𝑁
σ𝑤𝑖

 Output: 𝐈 (estimator of 𝒙 𝒅𝒙)

Monte Carlo unweighting

For each event 𝑖, draw 𝑟𝑖 in [0,1]

Accept if 𝑟𝑖 < 𝑤𝑖/𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥, reject otherwise

 Output: 𝑵𝒖𝒏𝒘 unweighted events

(no input data)
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WIP: MadGraph5 on GPU

(Louvain, CERN, Argonne)

A very nice collaboration of people with diverse skills!

- Theorists, experimentalists, software engineers

- Some of us benefitted enormously from the help of 

external mentors in the Sheffield GPUHackathon

Current proof-of-concept prototype:

- Focus on a simple process e+e- to mu+mu-, 

only 2 Feynman diagrams i.e. few lines of code

- Start from auto-generated C++, hardcode CUDA 

changes, test, optimize, move upstream to code 

generating code (python), try out on gg to ttgg

- No PDF yet, simple/inefficient sampler (Rambo)

Full chain on the GPU (random numbers, map to 

momenta, compute ME) – for this simple ME, now

bottleneck is copy from GPU to CPU of momenta, 

weights and MEs (will be different e.g. in gg to ttgg)

No complete cross-section calculation yet, but it’s 

easy to add to complete the proof-of-concept

NB: no evidence for “thread divergence”

All threads execute the same operation

Analogous to SIMD vectorization on a CPU

Pseudo-random numbers

Uniform distribution in [0,1]

One event 𝑖: vector Ԧ𝑟𝑖 (dimension 𝑑)

Draw 𝑑 × 𝑁𝑤𝑔𝑡 numbers 𝑟 (𝑁𝑤𝑔𝑡 weighted events)

Phase space sampling

For each event 𝑖, map Ԧ𝑟𝑖 to physical phase space Ԧ𝑥𝑖 = 𝐻(Ԧ𝑟𝑖)
The resulting Ԧ𝑥𝑖 are distributed according to a known p.d.f. 𝑔( Ԧ𝑥)

Compute the value of 𝑔( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)

Matrix element* calculation

For each event 𝑖, compute the differential cross-section 𝑓( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)
Compute the weight 𝑤𝑖=𝑓( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)/𝑔( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)

on GPU 

curand

on GPU 

Rambo 

kernel

on GPU 

sigmakin 

kernel

Why MadGraph?

- One of the main generators (especially in CMS)

- Expand on previous GPU work at KEK

- Work with main MG developer (O. Mattelaer)

WIP in several directions

- Modernize/Improve previous KEK work on 

BASES, SPRING, VEGAS, HEGET in CUDA 

- Look into Alpaka and hipSYCL abstractions 

- Port and optimize the current matrix-element 

code-generation engine (ALOHA, replacing 

HELAS/HEGET) in CUDA 

Very preliminary status: CUDA GPU throughput (Nvidia V100) 

is a factor ~200-1600 higher than CPP on a single CPU core 

https://gpuhack.shef.ac.uk/
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Pseudo-random numbers

Uniform distribution in [0,1]

One event 𝑖: vector Ԧ𝑟𝑖 (dimension 𝑑)

Draw 𝑑 × 𝑁𝑤𝑔𝑡 numbers 𝑟 (𝑁𝑤𝑔𝑡 weighted events)

Phase space sampling

For each event 𝑖, map Ԧ𝑟𝑖 to physical phase space Ԧ𝑥𝑖 = 𝐻(Ԧ𝑟𝑖)
The resulting Ԧ𝑥𝑖 are distributed according to a known p.d.f. 𝑔( Ԧ𝑥)

Compute the value of 𝑔( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)

Matrix element calculation

For each event 𝑖, compute the differential cross-section 𝑓( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)
Compute the weight 𝑤𝑖=𝑓( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)/𝑔( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)

Monte Carlo integration

Average of weights I =
1

𝑁
σ𝑤𝑖

 Output: 𝐈 (estimator of 𝒙 𝒅𝒙)

Monte Carlo unweighting

For each event 𝑖, draw 𝑟𝑖 in [0,1]

Accept if 𝑟𝑖 < 𝑤𝑖/𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥, reject otherwise

 Output: 𝑵𝒖𝒏𝒘 unweighted events

Phase space sampling optimization

Compute 𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 over the phase space

Optimize phase space sampling 𝐻(Ԧ𝑟𝑖) : 

EITHER minimize the variance of I 

OR maximize the unweighting efficiency

Issue #3:

improving phase space 

sampling algorithms

Unweighting efficiency is  
𝑁𝑤𝑔𝑡

𝑁𝑢𝑛𝑤
=

𝑤

𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥

- The “closer” 𝑔 Ԧ𝑥 is to 𝑓( Ԧ𝑥), the better

- NB: maximizing efficiency related to, 

but not the same as, minimizing Var(I)

Many traditional techniques for sampling

- Importance, stratified, adaptive…

- Multi-channel

New ML techniques developed in many teams: 

- BDT, DNN (WG talk by Bendavid, Jan 2020)

- Normalizing flows (2001.10028)

- Neural importance sampling (2001.05478)

- Dedicated future WG meeting? 

Example (normalizing flows): Sherpa W+jets @LO

- Efficiency is ~30% for W+0jets (x2.2 better!)

- Efficiency is ~0.08% for W+4jets (x1.1 better!)

Gao et al., https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.10028

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.10028
https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.05478
https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.10028
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Issue #4: reduce the cost 

of negative-weight events

(only NLO and beyond)

For a fraction r of negative weight events: need a factor 
1

(1−2𝑟)2

more events to generate, simulate, reconstruct than for r=0

Example for 𝑯𝒃ഥ𝒃: r~40% implies ~25 times more events 

MC@NLO- may reduce some of these costs by a factor ~2

Marco Zaro – https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/madgraph/wiki/Pavia2015

B, V, R: matrix elements

MC: parton shower

S and H events: two separate sets of events (different matrix elements)

Integral = S+H is positive – but individual events can have negative weights 

MC@NLO: https://doi.org/10.1088/1126-6708/2002/06/029

Matching NLO QCD and parton showers (avoid double counting)

Frederix et al., https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12716

Pseudo-random numbers

Phase space sampling

Matrix element calculation

Parton showers (PS)

Monte Carlo unweighting

https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/madgraph/wiki/Pavia2015
https://doi.org/10.1088/1126-6708/2002/06/029
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12716
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2715727
https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.09375
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.11586
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12716
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Issue #5: 

careers, funding, training 

and collaboration

For instance: no obvious career 

recognition for theorists to motivate 

them to spend time on code speedups 

Some say this is technical work, 

not academic research….

No simple solution – a few directions:

- Raising awareness of this issue with review bodies 

and funding agencies is the first thing we can do

- Designing funding opportunities around this issue

- Collaboration between physicists and software engineers 

is essential and mutually beneficial (e.g. see MG5 on GPU); this 

also requires a shared terminology and set of concepts for more 

effective communication (one of the goals of our arxiv paper)
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Issue #6: 

filtering inefficiencies

For some processes, in the experiments:

- Generate large inclusive samples

- Filter on final state criteria

Possible improvements have been suggested:

- Develop filtering tools within the generators

- Filtering one production into many streams

Examples

- CMS: ~0.01% efficiency for specific B decays

- ATLAS: ~10% efficiency for B-hadron filtering in V+jets

Pseudo-random numbers

Uniform distribution in [0,1]

One event 𝑖: vector Ԧ𝑟𝑖 (dimension 𝑑)

Draw 𝑑 × 𝑁𝑤𝑔𝑡 numbers 𝑟 (𝑁𝑤𝑔𝑡 weighted events)

Phase space sampling

For each event 𝑖, map Ԧ𝑟𝑖 to physical phase space Ԧ𝑥𝑖 = 𝐻(Ԧ𝑟𝑖)
The resulting Ԧ𝑥𝑖 are distributed according to a known p.d.f. 𝑔( Ԧ𝑥)

Compute the value of 𝑔( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)

Matrix element calculation

For each event 𝑖, compute the differential cross-section 𝑓( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)
Compute the weight 𝑤𝑖=𝑓( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)/𝑔( Ԧ𝑥𝑖)

Parton showers (PS)

Monte Carlo unweighting

For each event 𝑖, draw 𝑟𝑖 in [0,1]

Accept if 𝑟𝑖 < 𝑤𝑖/𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥, reject otherwise

 Output: 𝑵𝒖𝒏𝒘 unweighted events

Hadronisation and decay

Particle-level filtering

Detector simulation
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Issue #7: 

the future cost of 

improved precision

MC generators, towards HL-LHC:

- Larger data volumes

- Higher precision: higher jet multiplicities

- Higher precision: more NLO, more NNLO

How much more would NNLO calculations cost?

- More Feynman diagrams (slower calculations)

- Two-loop diagrams (more complex, more expensive)

- More complex and inefficient phase space sampling?

- Higher fraction of negative weights in PS matching?

How much NNLO would be required, and where?

- (and which NNLO calculations will be available?!)

WLCG meeting with LHCC referees, Feb. 2020

https://indico.cern.ch/event/877840/contributions/3698881/subcontributions/296412
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Issue #8: further speedups on CPUs are possible 

through technical or algorithmic improvements

Example 1: helicity recycling in MadGraph

Example 2: caching/recycling of PDF data in Pythia8
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Conclusions: a multi-prong strategy for MC event generators

• Main WG priorities according to the conclusions of our paper: (not in order)

– 1. Gain a better understanding of current CPU costs by accounting and benchmarking

– 2. Survey generator codes to understand the best way to move to GPUs and vectorized 

code, and prototype the port of the software to GPUs using data-parallel paradigms

– 3. Support efforts to optimize phase space sampling and integration algorithms, including 

the use of Machine Learning techniques such as neural networks

– 4. Promote research on how to reduce the cost associated with negative weight events, 

using new theoretical or experimental approaches

– 5. Promote collaboration, training, funding and career opportunities in the generator area

• A few other very important areas (also discussed in detail in the paper):

– 6. Analyse filtering strategies and inefficiencies in the experiments

– 7. Understand and estimate future additional costs due to NNLO and increased precision

– 8. Other CPU speedup opportunities via software technicalities or algorithmic improvements

• Each of these issues requires a different mix of skills and expertise

– E.g. research on negative weight needs theorists, a GPU port needs software experts

– Cross-domain collaboration (with funding for all relevant profiles) is essential! 
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Backup slides
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Gionata Luisoni – https://indico.cern.ch/event/602457/contributions/2435408

https://indico.cern.ch/event/602457/contributions/2435408
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https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/madgraph/raw-attachment/wiki/FHEP

https://indico.desy.de/indico/event/5064/session/1/

https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/madgraph/raw-attachment/wiki/FHEP
https://indico.desy.de/indico/event/5064/session/1/
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In addition: further cost savings are possible 

by reusing events

Example 1: sample sharing between ATLAS and CMS

A common EOS space has been created for the WG

Example 2: extend the use of  event reweighting


